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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION TO GESTALT

One of the most interesting aspects of American psycho-

logical thought and the American educational system is a

school of psychology known as Gestalt, The word Gestalt is

derived from the German word "Gestalten" which means configu-

ration or pattern. Very simply, Gestalt means to view a

thing, structure or an idea as as organized whole or pattern

in contrast to examining the individual parts that form the

structure. For example, when we view a tree we perceive its

treeness because the sum of the parts combine to form the

pattern of a tree. If, however, the individual parts of the

tree (roots, leaves, bark and branches) were separated and

placed side by side one would hardly recognize the sum of the

parts as having the characteristics of a tree. However, lest

one become deluded into thinking of Gestalt as a simple system

of psychological thought let it be stated at the outset that

it is not, Gestalt can be described as one of, if not the

most, complex schools of psychology. Being more philosophical

than other systems, the influence of Gestalt has permeated the

confines of other disciplines such as physics and biology,

Gestalt was introduced in America in the 1920-' s and

sought to replace sm already stagnant pool of psychology known

as Associationism, Associationism, made up of the Behavorist,

Structuralist and the Functionalist, gave little ear to the



rumblings of the infant Gestalt school in Germany. As the

leaders of the Gestalt school came to the United States,

however, "it ••• gathered a large number of exponents and can

now be considered the leading rival of S—R Associationism,"^

It is the purpose of this paper to describe the develop-

mental history of Gestalt psychology from the view point of

the men who contributed to its early development, to define

and interpet the basic theories of the school, and to give an

over all picture of the influence of Gestalt on the educational

system in the United States. Due to the scope of the subject

it will be impossible to deal with the current developments

in the Gestalt school. Recognition is given, however, to

Karl Lewin and others who have used the principles of Gestalt

as a foiindation stone for developing further concepts in the

field.

1
Morris L. Bigge, Learning Theories For Teachers

(New York: Harper and Row, 196i|), p. 51

.



CHAPTER II

FORERUNNERS AND FOUNDERS

By some authorities it is felt that the Gestalt school

was conceived in the philosophical inquiry of the ancient

minds. George Hartman reminds us that Aristotle includes a

philosophical lexicon on the dependent relations of parts to

wholes in his Metaphysics , and that Kant has a passage on the

same theme in his Critique of Judgement .^ Although it is

quite evident that Aristotle was not proposing the construct

of Gestalten, he did establish the relationship of parts to

the whole:

A whole means (1) that from which is absent none
of the parts of which it is said to be naturally a
whole, and (2) that which so contains the things it
contains that they form a unity: and this in two
senses— either as being each severally one single
thing, or as makink up the unity between them.^

Long before Aristotle established this relationship

of parts to the whole a Chinese sage named Leo-Tse (600 B.C.)

got to the root of the problem in his 39th saying, Leo-Tse

proposed the axiom that is familiar to all, "The sum of the

parts is not the whole, "^

2George W, Hartman, Gestalt Psychology : A Survey of
Facts and Principles (New York: The Roland Press Company,
193^, p. 9.

-H\f,D, Ross (tr,), Aristotle: Metaphysics (Chicago:
Great Books of the Western World, 1952), p. 5^-5

•

Kartman, loc, cit.



It should not be asstuned that Aristotle, Kant, Leo-Tse,

or anyone else dealing with the philosophical relationship

of the parts to the whole, were proposing the construct of

Gestalt, Their thoughts simply confirm the fact that man has,

for centuries, been struggling with the constructs that are

now incorporated in Gestalt.

The construct of Gestalt first became a controversial

issue when Christian Von Ehrenfels, an Austrian, wrote a

discussion on "Gestaltqualitaten" or form quality, in 1690,

for an obscure journal of philosophy. Ehernfels ",,# noted

that in the visual field certain visual characteristics, such

as roundness, angularity, and slenderness are omitted when we

deal with sensations,"-^ His conclusions were that these char-

acteristics seemed to be caused by something other than single

sensations. His further observations noted that music, when

transposed from one key to another, is made up of a new set

of notes although the melody or the form remained the same,

Ehernfels' point of departure was a prominent article written

by Ernest Mach in 1886 entitled "Analysis of Sensation",^

Mach's observations had shown that changes in spatial orienta-

tion did not effect a change in experiencing an object or its

5
"^Robert I. Watson, The Gestalt Psychologist (Phila-

delphia: J, B. Lippincott Company, 1963)» p. kOS»

^Ibid,

7
Hartraan, loc, cit.



over all configuration. In other words the size of a circle

and its color might change, but its space-form of circularity

does not change.

Most authorities would agree that Mach and Ehernfels

were only forerionners of the Gestalt school. Their observa-

tions, along with those of Fredrick Schumann, who did work in

the study of visual shapes and size perception? Edgar Rubin,

who made studies of the perception of objects under different

environmental conditions; and a host of others engaged in

phenomenological studies laid the foxmdation upon which the
Q

basic constructs of the school are built.

Three men have the distinction of being the founders

of Gestalt psychology, Watson gives us a look into the career

of one of these men. Max Wertheimer, who is known today as the

father of the school, Wertheimer, born in prague in I880, .

studied law at the University of Prague for two and a half

years before switching to the study of philosophy. His career

had obscure beginnings. In 1913 he lectured at Frankfurt and

in 1916 he went to Berlin in the same capacity. He became an

assistant professor at Berlin in 1933 having already been named

a full professor at Prankfvirt in 1929, During the first World

War much of his time was spent in the development and deploy-

ment of undersea listening devices for use in submarines and

Watson, »£, cit, , pp. l4.0i|.-i).05.

Ibid ,, pp, 1^.05-406.



in harbor defense installations,

Wertheimer, who had heard the lectures of Ehernfels

on form quality and perception, became seriously interested

in the concept in the year 1910. While "... traveling by

train from Vienna to Rhineland on his vacation an idea came

to him for a research study which was to found Gestalt psychol-

1

1

ogy," The vacation was cut short when he left the train and

went into Prankfixrt where he bought a toy stroboscope. The

stroboscope was a childs toy which flashed pictures at a

constant rate of speed and gave the illusion of motion. The

results of his experiments with the stroboscope and later

with more complex equipment were presented in a paper in 1912,

The end result of this research was the discovery of the PHI

Phenomenon, David Katz defines the PHI Phenomenon as ",,,

apparent movement produced by presenting two visual elements

in two different locations with a short time interval, "^^

A more detailed explanation of this theory will be discussed

in the chapter on Theories of Perception,

Wertheimer 's work in this field whet his appetite for

more study of form quality. His initial experiments had caught

^^Ibid., pp, i|10-i|11.

^^
Ibid ,, p. i^.03.

12.David Katz, Gestalt Psychology : Its Nature and
Significance, tr, Robert Tyson (New York: The Ronald Press»
1950), p. 3k.
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the attention of Wolfgang Kohler and K\art Koffka. These two

men ran second only to Wertheiraer as fathers of the Gestalt

school. According to Hartman:

The main reason why Wertheiraer may be considered
the foimder of Gestalt psychology rather than many
other eminent predecessors and contemporaries—whose
general attitudes and whose specific claims were often
amazingly like his own—is that he, or the small group
of brilliant young Dozenten who attached themselves
to his standard at the very begining, gave a militant
or reformist turn to the movement, -^

Wolfgang Kohler was one of these brilliant young men.

Born in Reval, Estonia, on January 21, I887, Kohler spent his

boyhood years studying in the gymnasium at Wolfenbuttle and

later at the universities of Tubingen, Bonn and Berlin.''^

Kohler 's greatest contributions to Gestalt theory came

while he was director of the anthropoid section at Teneriffe,.

Canary Islands, As a result of his constant observations of

the chimpanzees at Teneriffe, Kohler produced his first major

work. The Mentality of Apes , which by some is considered to

be a classic model for the study of animals, Stanley Kunitz,

in Twentieth Century Authors, draws an excerpt from the New

Statesman which stated:

1 3
-'^Hartman, o£, cit , , p, 7,

lit^Stanley J, Kunitz (ed,). Twentieth Century Authors ;

First Supplement (New York: The H, W. Wilson Company, 1955),
RrT33. . . , ,



.^ ,-'. - '.---J

8

This is undoubtedly the most important book on
animal psychology which has appeared for many years.
It is written by a man who is neither an anthropo-
morphist or a mechanist, and yet one who combines
the sympathy of one with the scientific attitudes
of the other, 15

In the same article the London Times Literary Supplement is

quoted as having said of The Mentality of Apes ;

Professor Kohler's work will, we think, always be
regarded as a classic in its kind and a model for the

fw-.v, futuj?e studies in animal psychology,''^

The chief controbution of Kohler's work was an analysis of :

the role of insight in problem solving situations. His book

brought the idea of insightful learning, as opposed to trial

and error, into the foreground of the psychological world.

He demonstrated how apes could obtain rewards without going

through the laborious process of stamping out incorrect .

responses and stamping in correct ones, '

When this work appeared in English, which incidentally

coincided with Kohler's appearance in the United States, a new

twist in the thinking of American psychologist took place.

Added to the already surging movement, Kohler wrote what is

considered to be the classic statement of Gestalt theory,

Gestalt Psychology , which was published in 1929,^®

^
^Ibid ,

Ibid ,

17Earnest R, Hilgard and Gordon H. Bower, Learning
Theories For Teachers (third edition; New York: Appelton—
Uentiiry—Crafts , 1 966 ) , p, 229,

1 ft

"Obituary of Wolfgang Kohler," Time . LXXXIX (June23,
1967), p, 96,



In 1935 Kohler came to the United States again, this

time to accept the post of professor of psychology at Swarthmore

College and later in the same capacity at Dartmouth, In Jtme

of 1967 he died of a heart attack in Enfield, New Hampshire.''^

Other works which he left as a legacy to the field of educa-

tion are: Th£ Place of Value In A World of Facts (I938) and

Dynamics in Psychology (19[|.0).

The third member of the Gestalt trinity is Kurt Koffka.

Koffka was born in Germany in I886. He studied at the univer-

sities of Edinburg and Berlin where he received his doctorate

degree in I908, Arther Swann provides a sketch of Koffka «s

illustrious career as an educator. Before going to the Univer-

sity of Giessen as a tutor (1911-1918) and as a professor

(1918-1921^.) he studied at many renouned Exiropean Universities,

Other significant events of his professional career were his

membership in a Russian Scientific expedition to Central Asia

in 1932 and his long association as a member of the faculty

of Smith College (1927-1 9I}.1).^^

Most of Koffka 's experiments were in the field of per-

ception and visual movement. His voliome, Gestalt Psychology

(1935), which Katz considers to be the most representative ti-

''^Ibid,

20, ^^Arthur W. Swann, "Kurt Koffka", Collier's Encyclo-
£edia (New York: Croswell Collier and MacMillian, Inc. I966)
^J- V , p, JOT ,
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work of the Gestalt school, is devoted almost entirely to the

field of visual perception. His other distinctive and

definitive work in the field is Growth of the Mind (1921^.).

Koffka died in Northhampton, Massachusetts, on November 22,

19M.

21
Katz, loc, cit., p. 21,



CHAPTER III

GESTALT LAWS OP PERCEPTION

Gestalt psychology, in the early years, was primarily

concerned with the study of perception. Wertheimer 's discov-

ery of the PHI Phenomenon established certain principles

related to perception. With the toy stroboscope, Wertheeimer

noted "... That two slits in a screen lighted up a fraction

of a second apart, produced the illusion of movement. "^^ This

is the same principle upon which the motion pictures of today

are produced. A series of still pictures are flashed in rapid

succession, at a constant rate of speed upon a screen. Of

course, no movement takes place, only the illusion of motion

is given. Watson explains the difference between the PHI Phen-

omenon theory and the existing theories of perception that were

popular in Wertheimer 's day:

Wertheimer argued that the apparent movement gener-
ated in his experiment had no counterpart in the sensory
elements. Local sensory stimulation cannot be respon-
sible for the actually perceived phenomenen. Hence,
a_ general re-evaluation of the-basic nature of percep-
tion seemed necessary to him. -^

Wertheimer was aware of the fact that his theory of the

PHI Phenomenon was not strictly in the Gestalt Vain, however.

22
S. Stansfield Sargents (ed.). The Basic Teachings of

the Great Psychologists (Philadelphia: The Blakiston Company.
19U7), p. 231.

'

23
'^Watson, o£. cit, , p..[|.08.
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it was the impetus which led him to formulate the Laws of

Organization along with Koffka and Kohler,^^

I. LAWS OP ORGANIZATION

In 1923 Wertheimer presented an important paper on per-

ceptual grouping. In this paper he attempted to show that

people perceive objects just as directly as they perceive

motion in the PHI Phenomenon, In other words, they perceive

objects ",,, not as clusters of sensations but as \inified

wholes. "^^

The Law of Pragnanz ^
i .

'

-

the first law of perception is the law of Pregnanz.

This German word is inadequately translated as meaning preg-

nancy. The term and the law itself describes the direction

of events in which psychological organization tends to move,^^

Hartman defines Pregnanz as ".,. the most typical form an

organization can assume and toward which every structure leads.

It is the most general law of configurations and states that

all experienced fields tend to become well articulated as pos-

sible," Prom this position, that there is organization in

perception and that it followa a logical and orderly sequence,

four subordinate priniciples were developed.

•^^Ibid., p. J;Oi|..

^^Ibid ,. p. i|11.

26-, . ,

Ibid .

27
Hartman, o£, cit . , p. 312
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The Law of Similarity . Yhe first of these principles

is the law of Similarity, Wertheimer used this law to illus-

trate his observation that the items which are alike in form

or color are perceived together in groups. For example, the

circles seen in Figure 1 are seen as a large cross, and the

small crosses are seen as a diamond.^

X o X
o o
X

FIGURE 1

PATTERNS MADE BY CIRCLES AND CROSSES •

ILLUSTRATING THE LAW OF SIMILARITY

Kohler further showed that homogeneous pairs of objects

were learned much more readily than hetrogeneous ones. He

denied that his results were the same as those of the Associa-

tionist, insisting that homogeneous groupings formed a whole
29

or a Gestalt,

Koffka used this law of Similarity to illustrate memory

trace or the process which takes place when an object perceived

causes recall of similar object previously learned,^

pft
Sargent, o£, cit , , p. 233.

29
Hilgard, o£, cit ., p. 23li.,

3°Ibid.



The Law of Proximity , The law of Proximity can readily

be demonstrated by the use of a simple demonstration.

FIGURE 2

PARALLEL LINES ILLUSTRATING
THE LAW OF PROXIMITY

The lines seen in Pigiire 2 above are likely to be seen as five

sets of parallel lines because of the xmequal spacing between

the second and third, forth and fifth, sixth and seventh, and

eighth and ninth lines (left to right).

The Law of Closure . The law of Closure simply states

that ",,, closed areas are more stable than unclosed ones and

therefore more readily form figures in perception," In other

words, when we see a broken field as in Figure 3 or Figure i^.,

we tend to recognize the field in a completed form.

31 Hilgard, o£, cit , , p, 23^.
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FIGURE 3

INCOMPLETE TRIANGLE ILLUSTRATING
THE LAW OP CLOSURE

FIGURE i;

BROKEN CIRCLE ILLUSTRATING
THE LAW OF CLOSURE

For example. Figure 3 is no a triangle nor is Figtire l\. a circle,

but we make the mental closure and perceive them as a triangle

and a circle,-'^

The Law of Good Continuation . The law of Good Continua-

tion states that lines that have common destiny tend to form

tmits. In Figure 5> one tends to see a straight line crossed

33by three bars,-^-^ Actually the bars are only three sets of

32Sargent, op, cit,, p. 232,

33
-^^Katz, 0£, cit , , p, 26,
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parallel lines. The illusion given is obvious.

FIGURE 5

BROKEN LIKE ILLUSTRATING
GOOD CONTINUATION

Figure 6 further illustrates this law. The figure ".,,breaks

up into a circle and a trapazoid because the parts of each

have a common destiny and 'good' contoiir,"-^^

FIGURE 6

SINGLE FIGURE ILLUSTRATING THE LAW OF GOOD
CONTINUATION AS ONE PERCEIVES A

CIRCLE AND A TRAPAZOID

Katz presents an excellent picture of the use of Good Continua«

tion. He states that this phenomenon of perception prevents

parts of different objects from combining and it also helps

one to visually separate objects which are in visual contact

with each other. -^-^

35

Ibid., p. 27.

Ibid.
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II. OTHER LAWS OP PERCEPTION

Wertheimer's four laws of Similarity, Proximity, Closure

and Good Continuation or Contour are the only laws that Koffka

took over and developed, Wertheimer had other laws of percep-

tion which bear mentioning.

The Law of Membership Character , The law of Membership

Character states that a single part of a field or a whole does

not have characteristics of its own; it gains its character-

istics from the context in which it appears. -^^ The reader is

refered to the illustration of the tree in the introduction

of this paper.

The Law of Common Movement , Katz uses the illustration

of two projectors displaying a mass of dots on a screen to

describe this law. When one projector is moved the moving dots

are set apart from the motionless dots, "Elements are grouped

when they move simultaneously and in a similar manner,"-^'''

The Law of Experience . Gestalt psychology rules out

experience as seen by the Associationist, however, the coopera-

tion of experience in perception is readily seen,-^^

Bigge, o£, cit,, p, 62,

37
^'Katz, o£, cit,, p. 27.
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FIGURE 7

GROUP OP LINES ILLUSTRATING
THE LAW OF EXPERIENCE

Figure 7» to the person who has become familar with the Latin

alphabet, is seen as a capital E,"^ If one had never had prior

experience of seeing a capital E he whould see only the sets

of lines.

Biggs gives a picture of the laws of perception as they

are applied by an individual. He states that a perceived field

tends to be as simple and as clear as possible under the given

conditions. The viewer tends to impose stability, simplicity,

regularity and symmetry upon the field. He groups individual

items to form a pattern, brings together similar items and if

the items are meaningful he will maintain them by means of a

memory trace. In short, the viewer imposes good Gestalt upon'';

his physical environment. It does not require a change in the

environment, but rather a psychological task, augmenting the

way the viewer sees his physical environment,^

^*^Ibid,

koBigge, o£. cit ,, pp. 62-63,



CHAPTER IV

GESTALT LAWS OF LEARNING

Since the advent of Gestalt and its migration to the

United States in the 1920's, certain changes have taken place

in its emphasis. Wertheimer, Kohler, and Koffka devoted most

of their efforts to the study of perception. In America the

emphasis has been placed on education, particularly on the

theories of learning, Gestalt psychology has influenced educa-

tion more indirectly than directly. The contributions of

Kohler and Koffka have been utilized to form certain principles

that serve as a basis for educational thought,

I, INSIGHT

The first of these principles is that of Insight, Bigge

states that while S_R Associationist view learning as condition-

ing or reinforcement, the Gestalt school views learning in terms

of the development of insight. To the Gestalt school. Insight

is defined as a feeling for patterns or relationships, or as

Bigge states it. Insight is a ",,, sensed way through or solu-

tion to a problematic situation,"^

^ Bigge, ££, cit , , p, 9k»

^^Ibid., p, 103.
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Gestalt men, generally speaking, repeatedly emphasize

the role of insight in finding solutions to problems. For

example, the breakthrough in recognizing insightful learning

as being a part of the learning experience of lower animals

took place in Kohlers observations of chimpanzees, Kohler

noticed that at some point in working with a problem the

chimpanzees seemed to draw togeather all of the aspects of '

the problem and find a solution. A pattern or relationship

was perceived and thus the chimpanzee gained insight, Hilgard

states that this form of learning is not trial and error

because the chimpanzee did not ",., aquire right responses ,;

gradually and eliminate the wrong ones gradually, "^^
. The event

or moment of perceived relationships and solution was clearly

not trial and error, it was insight,

Kohler 's experiments with chimpanzees were conducted

during World War I. As the director of the anthropoid station

on Teneriffe, Canary Islands, Kohler was forced to remain there

because he was a German subject. The outcome of this confin-

ment was a series of facinating observations of chimpanzees,

Kohler prepared for his observations by placing the chimpanzee

in a cage with a goal out of his reach. The goal was a banana

or some object of food. In the cage were tools or objects

which if properly used could help the chimpanzee reach the food.

Boxes, sticks, etc. were commonly used as tools. Kohler -.. ^

^•^Earnest R. Hilgard, Introduction to Psychol op:y
(New York: Harcourt Brace and Company, 19F3)» p. 22b.
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describes what took place in the following two observations:

Sultan (Kohler's most intelligent chimpanzee) is
squatting at the bars but cannot reach the fruit which
lies outside by means of his only available short stick.
A longer stick is deposited outside the bars, about two
meters on one side of the objective and paralled with
the gratingv It caniaot be grasped with the hand, but
it can be pulled within reach by means of the small
stick... Sultan tries to reach the fruit with the smaller
of the two sticks. Not succeeding, he tears at a piece
of wire that projects from the netting of his cage, but
that, too, is in vain. Then he gazes about him (there

^.;
are always in the course of these test some long pauses,
during which the animals scrutinize the whole visible
area). He suddenly picks ^. the little stick once more,
goes up to the bars directly opposite the lorg stick,
scratches it towards him with ^he 'auxiliary,' seizes
it, and goes with it to the point oposite the objective
(the fruit )j which he secures. Prom the moment that
his eyes fall upon the long stick, his procedure forms
one consecutive whole, without hiatus, and, although
the angling of the bigger stick by means of the smaller
is an action that, could be complete and distinct in
itself, yet observation shows that it follows, quite
suddenly, on an interval of hesitation and douby star-
ing about—which undoubtedly has a relation to the final
objective, and is immediately merged in the final action
of the attainment of the end goal.^^

...Sultan, as before, pushes one stick with the other
toward the objective, and as this pseudo-solution does
not satisfy him any longer, he abandons his efforts
altogether, and does not even pick up the sticks when
they are both again thrown through the bars to him, Tbe
experiment has lasted over an hour, and is stopped for
the present, as it seems hopeless, carried out like this.
As we intended to take it up again after a while. Sultan
is left in possession of his sticks: the keeper is left
there to watch him.

Keeper's report: 'Sultan first of all squats indif-
ferently on the box, which has been left standing a
little back from the railings; then he gets up, picks
up the two sticks, sits down again on the box and plays
carelessly with them. While doing this, it happens that
he finds himself holding one rod in either hand in such

rbid,, p, 229, citing The Mentality of
17M75. ^ —
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a way that they lie in a straight line; he pushes the
thinner one a little way into the opening of the thicker,
jumps up and is already on the vvm. toward the railings,
to which he has up to now half turned his back, and

^

begins to draw a banana toward him with the double x/.-; - ..

stick. »4-5

Koffka, in defense of Kohler»s observations, states unequiv-

ocally that all elements of chance were ruled out in the per-

ception of the solution,^

Insight is common to the experience and learning aspects

of us all. Often times we are not aware of its existance or

if we are, we take it for granted. Occasionallythough, we

have what Hilgard calls one of those "A ha" experiences. The

solution to a problem becomes suddenly clear as though a light

had been turned on in the darkness.^'

Puzzles and riddles often give one the opportunity to

experience the "A ha" feelings as the field is perceived in

its totality, Hilgard offers the following puzzle as an example

of an Insight problem;

^^Donald S. Blough and Patrick M. Blough, Experiments
in Psychology (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Wilson, Inc.,
T^6lj.), p. 100, citing The Mentality of Apes .

^ Kurt Kofka, The Growth of the Mind ; An Introduction
To Child Psychology , trans. Robert M. Ogden (second edition:
New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1931 )» PP« 200-201.

^'Hilgard, 0£, cit . , p. 2214-.
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Wes-t

•---------•-• ^«t

sst^

FIGURE 8

THE BIRD AND THE LOCOMOTIVES:
AN INSIGHT PROBLEM

Two locomotives, now 100 miles apart, are moving toward each

other. The east-bound locomotive is traveling at the rate

of 60 miles per hour. The west-botind one is traveling at the

rate of I4.O. miles per hour. An energetic bird, starting from

the east-bound locomotive, flies back and forth between the

two locomotives without stopping or losing any speed in the

turns. The bird flies at a uniform rate of 80 miles per hour.

Problem: How far does the bird fly from the start to the

moment that the two trains meet? The problem can be solved

by those without mathematical training,^

Herbert Klausmeier offers another representative example

of an Insight problem, "'With six matches of equal length,

make four and only four equalateral triangles,'" Graduate

students given this problem often have difficulty because they

attempt to work on a horizontal plane. If, however, a match

'^Sibid.
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is brought up from the horizontal plane to the virtical the

student may then perceive a pyramid from which is the solu-

tion,^'

The picture given by the Gestalt school today is that

insight is essential in the learning process. Evidence is

based primarily on the work of Kohler with the chimpanzees in

support of this hypothesis. It is necessary to note, however,

that Kohler himself cast some doubts on the importance of the

construct, proclaiming that his theory had been taken out of

context and given a more prominent place than was intended, ^^

II, MOTIVATION

The educator today is constantly faced with the problem

of motivation. It may be in the form of motivating ones stu-

dents to desire to learn, it may be on the simpler level of

getting them to complete routine assignments, or it may be to

give them the desire to stay in school, Gestalt psychologist

say that motivation is a "dynamic psychological situation"

characterized by the persons desire to do something.^'' The

k9
Herbert J, Klausmeier, Learning and Human Abilities

(New York: Harper and brothers, 1961 ), p. 20T7"^

Wolfgang Kohler (ed.), Gestalt Psychology (New York:
Horace Liveright, 1929), p. 371,

51
Bigge, op. cit.
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factors, involved in motivation are, an organism, a goal, and

the tension between where that organism is and the goal he "•

desires to reach. The goal may be negative or positive and

it may be internally or externally produced. Motivation is

thus the desire and the overt action of the organism to relieve

the tension and reach the goal,

III, TRANSFER BY TRANSPOSITION

The third construct of Gestalt learning theory is that

of transfer. The Transfer of learning is very important to

most schools of psychology. The Gestalt view is somewhat

different from other theories of Transfer in that Transfer

takes place by the process of Transposition, In the process

of Transposition the entire field is transfered from one situa-

tion to another. For example, after an individual recognizes

the "Star Spangle Banner" in the key of F he readily recog-

nizes it in the key of G, even though no two individual notes

Co
in the two are the same. One perceives a pattern of notes

and when the same pattern or configuration is reproduced with

the different notes, the pattern is still recognizable.

Klausmeier, 0£, cit,, p. 363»
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

The most coimnon critique of Gestalt psychology is that

its founders were once more interested in theories related to

perception than in the problem of learning. In reality, the

fact that perception was the major emphasis of the school in

the early years greatly influenced educational psychology.

One must look closejy in the classroom to see the application

of the princples of Gestalt, They are not as pronounced as

inovations such as teaching machines, program text, and other

products of the S-R school. Gestalt principles are incorpor-

ated in the total activity of the classroom and in the direc-

tion of the educational process. Most educators are eclectic

in their approach to the psychological theories and systems.

For this reason the parts of Gestalt theory that work in the

education process are the ones that are used in the classroom.
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